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This invention relates to improved railing structureand. 
has .for its primary: object :toprovide: a railing _ assembly 
whichlm-ay-be manufactured; at: a; minimum .cost' and fab 
ricated in a short period of time, production of the com 
ponents L of tthe vassembly being greatly simpli?ed ‘through 
utilization ofrextrudedimetalparts forthe major unitsof 
the railing ‘structure and, assemblyof the. various: com 
ponents into a completed railingbeingsimpli?ed. by virtue 
ofithe uniquemanner inwhichztheparts ‘are. connected, 
using a minimum-of fasteners. 
-IIt.=-isa'-furtherf important. object of the inventiontopro 

videiamraili'ng assembly including a'number of upright, 
horizontally spaced standards adapted :for. supporting. a 
plurality ‘of parallel, superimposedrails. with spacer sleeves 
slidably' disosedoni the 'mainfstandard: :and engaging cor 
responding .connectors joined to the rails,zwithythecon 
nectors Ialsoislid'ably telescoped over respective standards 
and‘. maintained :in' proper vertically spaced-relationship 
bythe spacerfsleevespthereby precluding the necessity of 
providingtindividual fastening means: for- securing the 
rail: connectors to corresponding. standards. 

.7 Also. an' important objectv of the. invention » is . to. provide 
railingrstructureas de?ned ‘above; wherein is;included 
improvedzstopwmeans .at each- end of ' therstandard {engag 
ingaproximal rextremities TOf respective spacerzssleeves to 
therebyprecludereciprocation of the same relative to 
the standard and thereby obviatingcthe.necessity'of-se 
cliringi‘the spacer»= sleeves to: corresponding : standards. 
--Ai1s'till tfurtherrimportantl object v‘of the invention. is to 

provide a-railing assembly‘ which-has. a. novel bracketfor 
pemnittingeachof: the standards to‘ bessecured" to-the ver 
ticalzeface. oft-steps constructed of. :various materials :and 
with‘f-therstandards. adjustably securedtwithin respective 
brackets ina manner'sothat such standards may be shifted 
to any. one‘ of an in?nite numberv of 'positionspwhereby 
therailingsassembly is adapted to‘ be utilized on steps of 
different-riser. height without modi?cation of-the railing 
assembly‘ being necessary. 
Also an‘ important object-of.the'invention: is-to provide a 

connector .for. securing . respective _ rails.v to ' the standards 
permitting: the'uangularity. of such rrails . relative to ' the 
standards t‘otbe changed asldesired Without‘ modi?cation or 
disassembly .of the: railing: structurebeing. required. 

.. Other important objects of‘ the invention‘relate to the 
provisionv of a novel rail: having a longitudinallyextend 
ingugroove; of. unique. con?guration therein adapted to 
receive clampmeans .securing-thewrail' to. the connector 
mounted: on.- a-respective- standard-twithoutadditional 
fasteningzmeans of‘anyzkind being necessarygwto; the pro 
vision .of a splicer permitting. a pair of railsto- be joined 
in. . ie'ndeto-ends." relationship : without the; interconnecting 
meansbeing-visible from the normal position in which 
the railing assembly is viewed; to a‘?ller strip constructed 
in’ a mannerito. close those exposed. areas of :therail groove 
notireceivingzthe connector joining respectiverailsto'the 
standards;:xtoi'the provision of .improved - standard and 
spaceri sleeve; construction-fabricated :in a- manner‘ to 'pre 
elude rotation of ‘the spacer sleeves relativeito thestandard 
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on which the same are disposed; to- connectors for secur-' 
ing the rails to the standards having van element slidably' 
disposed on each standard and con?gured to preclude‘ 
relative rotation between the connector and the standard,’ 
yet permitting the element to be moved ;-to predetermined-1 
locations as required without rotation of ‘~thestandard be 

- ing necessary; tothe provision of a railing assembly havingv 
components designed to permit manufacture of the same 
by extrusion methods to substantially lower‘the overall-i 
cost of the unit; and to other important objects and-de— 
tails of construction of'the instant railing-assembly which 
will be described in detail or become clearas the follow 
ing speci?cation progresses. 

In the drawing: 
Figure 1' is a fragmentary, side elevational‘view- of a 

railing > assembly embodying‘the present~invention~with1 the 
the handrails being 

mounted in its normal‘ position on- theside- wall- of» a 
stairway or the like; 

7 Fig. 2 is a fragmentary,-enlarged,~endIelevationalview 
of the uppermost end, of the assembly illustrated-in Fig. 
1, with the upper rail being shownin vertical cross— 
section; 

Figs. 3 and 4 are cross-sectionalviewsvtaken substan 
tially on the. lines. 3—3 and 4.~4 respectively of Fig. 2.; 

' Fig. 5 is an enlarged, ‘fragmentary, end-view of-the 
mounting bracket for securing- the-railing- standardto 
a base and having the lowermost ‘end of the standard and 
its associated parts disposed within the bracket in avertical 
position, with certain components of the assembly being 
broken away-and in-sectionto reveal- detailsv of con» 
struction; 

Fig. 6 is a horizontal, cross-sectional view taken on-the 
line 6-6 of Fig. 5 and looking downwardly in the direc 
tion-of-the arrows; 

Fig.v 7 is an- enlarged,- fragmlentary, longitudinal,._sec 
tional- view- through a pair of rails disposedinend-to-end 
relationship and having novel’ splicer means interconnect-1 
ing the same; and 

Figs.- 8 and 9 are vertical, cross-sectional views taken’ 
on- the lines 8——8 and 9—9 respectively of Fig. 7, with 

- Fig. 8' illustrating a ?ller strip disposed in closing-relation— 

45 

ship’ to the groove inthe lowermost face ;of each vof the 
rails. 

Airailing assembly-broadly designated’ by the numeral‘ 
10 is shown in‘ the drawing-in its preferred form, three 

; rails 12, ‘la-and‘ 16 vsupported by~ upright structure ~18‘ 

50 

securedto the. vertical face~20 of a- stairway 22' by’ 
bracket means broadly numerated 24 being shown to 
illustrate the concepts of the inventionk although, it» is ‘to 
beunderstood that a number of upright structures 18am‘ 

4 normally provided-to support any desired number of rails 
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such as 112, 14 and 16. 
Each of the rails 12, '14 and 16 comprises anelongated, 

extruded metal bar-2'6 substantially’ trapezoidal in trans 
verse con?guration and thereby-having parallel, flat upper 
and lower surfaces 28 and ‘30 respectively interconnected‘ 
by angular side faces '32 converging ‘as upper surface’28 
is approached. Each ofthe bars 26 has a‘longitudi-nally 
extending, centrally-disposed groove 34 in’ the normally 
lowermost surface 3li~thereof and de?ned’ in part by inner, 

' longitudinallyextending groove faces 36 -para_llel'_with5 
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proximal side faces 32 of; bar 26. A longitudinally ex— 
‘tending 'lug 38<integral~with bar 26within~ the groove 
‘34 thereofand disposed centrally between opposed groove 
faces 36, is substantially‘ dovetailed in‘ transverse cross 
section‘and‘therebyhas a pair of angular surfaces-'40 
parallel with» faces ‘3‘6_as> well- as a lower surface-42; 
parallel with surfacesv 28~~and1 30, and- -spaced inwardly‘ 
from- the’ latter. - The ‘groove, ‘34 in bar 26' is thereby; 
substantially U-shaped- in-transverse section- andincluding' 

= a pair of~angularly disposed slot-portions '44 converging'as 
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the innermost, longitudinally extending areas thereof are 
approached. 

Structure 18 for supporting rails 12, 14 and '16 in 
vertically‘spacedrelationship to stairway 22 includes a 
centrally disposed, elongated standard 46 which is sub-' 
stantially X-shaped in cross-section, as best shown in 
Fig. 3, whereby standard’ 46 has a plurality of longitudi 
nally extending, circumferentially spaced, radial ribs 48 
de?ning longitudinal recesses 50 therebetween at sub 
stantially 90° angles with respect to each other. 
Standards 46 may be of any desired length, but it is to 
be understood that the same should be of standard length 
to lower the production cost of railing assembly 10, inas 
much as the effective height of each standard 46 may 
be varied by changing the disposition of the same within 
bracket means 24 in a manner to be more fully de?ned 

hereinafter. 
A connector broadly designated ‘52 is provided for 

each of the rails >12, {14 and 16 and serves to mount such 
rails in predetermined positions on standard 46. Each 
connector 52 includes a substantially rectangular element 
54 having a rectangular passage 56 therein of dimensions 
substantially equal to the transverse width of standard 
46, whereby the outer longitudinal margins of ribs 48 
engage respective elements 54 within the corners of pas 
sage ‘56 therethrough. A pair of adjacent projections 
58 integral with adjacent inner surfaces of each element 
‘54 and extending inwardly into the passage 56 there 
through are adapted to be complementally received with 
in corresponding adjacent recesses 50 in standard 46 de 
?ned by respective pairs of opposed ribs 48. 

rFrusto-conical extension 60 projecting outwardly from 
and integral with each element ‘54 is in alignment with 
projection 58 and is perpendicular to the axis of standard 
46 when each connector 52 is mounted on the standard. 

‘ A pair of identical, substantially Z-shaped clamps 62 
are provided for securing respective rails 12, 14 and 16 
to extensions 60 on corresponding elements 54, with each 
clamp 62 having a relatively short, angularly disposed 
leg 64 adapted to be received within a corresponding slot 
portion 44 of groove 34 in bar 26 and joined to a relative 
ly long leg 66 by an intermediate length 68. As best 
shown in Fig. 2, clamps 62 are adapted to be positioned 
with the legs 66 thereof in abutting relationship and legs 
64 received within corresponding slot portions 44 of bar 
26. A stud bolt 70 passing through the lower ends of 
each leg 66 of clamps 62 and threaded into the outer 
most extremity of extension 60 rigidly secure respective 
rails '12, 14 and 16 to connectors 52. It can be recog 
nized that the relative angularity of rails 12, v14 and 16 
with respect to standard 46 may be changed by pivoting 
clamps 62 about the axes of bolts 70 and extension 60. 
A number of spacer sleeves 72, 73, 75 and 77 are em 

ployed for maintaining connectors 52. and thereby rails 12, 
14 and 16 in predetermined relative relationship and also 
vertically from stairway 22. Each of the sleeves 72, 73, 
75 and 77 has four projections 79 integral with respective 
inner surfaces of the de?ned sleeves and slidably received 
within corresponding longitudinal recesses in standard 46. 
It can be seen that the number of spacer sleeves required 
will vary with the rails mounted on support 46 but in 
the railing assembly shown in Fig. 1, wherein three rails 
designated 12, 14 and 16 are mounted on standard 46, 
spacer sleeves 72, 73, 75 and 77 serve to maintain rails 
12, 14 and 16 in proper spatial relationship on standard 
46. Each of the spacer sleeves 72, 73, 75 and 77 com 
prises a rectangular tube 74 of internal dimensions sub 
stantially equal to the external transverse dimensions of 
standard 46 whereby tubes 74 are in slidable engagement 
with ribs 48 of standard 46. The longitudinal length of 
each tube 74 will depend upon the position at which it 
is desired to support a respective bar 26 but, in the 
assembly 10 shown in Fig. l, spacer sleeve 72 is relative 
1y short, spacer sleeves 73 and 75 are of intermediate 
length, while lower spacer sleeve 77 is of substantially 
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greater longitudinal dimension to thereby cause rails 12, 
'14 and 16 to be located in equally spaced relationship 
and at a proper level above the steps of stairway 22. 
Inasmuch as opposed adjacent ends of spacer sleeves 72, 
73, 75 and 77 butt against elements 54 of connectors 52, 
it can be seen that reciprocation of connectors 52 on 
standard 46 is precluded so long as the de?ned spacer 
sleeves are prevented from shifting on standard 46. 
Means for preventing shifting movement of the spacer 
sleeves preferably comprises a frusto-pyramidal stop 76 
coaxial with standard 46 at each end thereof and secured 
to the same by respective stud bolts 78 threaded into the 
outer extremities of standard 46. The greatest transverse 
dimension of stops 76 is disposed adjacent standard 46 
and each stop is of su?icient width to overlap a respective 
peripheral margin of one of the spacer sleeves 72 and 
77 to thereby prevent reciprocation of the same on 
standard 46. 

‘ Bracket means 24 for securing structure 18 to face 20 
of stairway 22 is preferably substantially U-shaped in 
transverse cross-section and thereby includes a longi 
tudinally extending bight portion 80 adapted to be se 
cured to face 20 of stairway 22 by a number of bolts 
82 extending through bight portion 80 into stairway 22 
and having the heads 84 thereof recessed within de 
pressions 86 in the normally innermost face of bight por 
tion 80. Parallel, opposed leg portions 88 integral with 
bight portion 80 are adapted to embrace corresponding, 
opposed sides of spacer sleeve 77, while the inwardly 
turned, spaced, parallel tab portions 92 integral with the 
longitudinally extending margin of each leg portion 88 
engage the normally outermost face of spacer sleeve 77 
to thereby retain structure 18 within bracket means 24. 
Setscrews 90 extending laterally through leg portions 
88 engage opposed outer faces of spacer sleeve 77 to 
maintain structure 18 in predetermined relationship rela 
tive to bracket means 24, yet permitting vertical adjust 
ment of structure 18 to any one of an in?nite number of 
positions relative to bracket means 24. Upper and 
lower edges 94 of bracket means 24 are preferably bev 
eled so that the same converge as tab portions 92 are 
approached to thereby eliminate to a certain extent, sharp 
corners on bracket means 24 and also enhancing the 
appearance of bracket means 24. 

In order that a pair of bars 26 may be connected in 
end-to-end relationship to present one of the rails 12, 14 
or 16, a splicer broadly numerated 96 is provided for 
interconnecting abutting ends of bars 26 without de 
tracting from the overall appearance of the rail assem 
bly. As best illustrated in Fig. 9, splicer 96 comprises an 
elongated, substantially U-shaped component having a 
pair of angularly disposed, longitudinally extending seg 
ments 98 adapted to be received complementally within 
corresponding slot portions 44 of bars 26, with seg 
ments 98 being integral with and interconnected by a 
central section 100 con?gured to be disposed within 
groove 34 in engagement with surfaces 42 of lugs 38 and 
flush with normally lowermost surfaces 30 thereof. 
A pair of bars 26 are interconnected in end-to-end re 

lationship by ?rst inserting splicer 96 into the groove 34 
in one end of a bar 26, whereupon the end of another 
similar bar is shifted into a position abutting the ?rst bar 
with splicer 96 also located in the groove 34 thereof. 

In order to close the normally open groove 34 in each 
bar 26 and not occupied by clamps 62, a ?ller strip 102 
may be provided and of a length equal to the distance 
between connectors 52 joined to the same rails 12, 14 or 
16 or between such connector and a splicer 96. Each 
?ller strip may be constructed of an elongated, ?at wall 
104 of a width substantially equal to that of groove 34 
adjacent surface 30 of bar 26 and including integral, 
inwardly projecting, longitudinally extending, parallel 
spring clips 106 disposed to engage angular surfaces 40 
of lug 38 to thereby releasably maintain ?ller strip 102 
in closing relationship to a respective groove 34. Elons 
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gated‘ spacers 108 integral with. wall 104,, parallel with 
spring. clips- 106, ‘are of: ~su?icient“width:.=to "be ‘received 
within anrelongated :channel 110 in: vsurfacei42. ofxeach 
lug‘ 38; spacers‘ '108:maintaining1?ller ‘strips 102'in'?ush 
relationship with .respectivezsurfaces' 30 ofrbars<26. 
The .;manner = in j-whieh. the ‘various components J of . rail 

ing assembly 101 are :assembledzis' believedto'be obvious 
from the abovedescriptiongbutit is tolbe'emphasized 
that anwimporta'ntl'advantage 'of. the instantirailing unit 
is‘ therfact'f that {the same-:mayr be; placed. in: position on 
stairway; 22i-in: a ‘iminimum 'of time‘atinasmuch as his 
only necessary-to .slip: elements"54 of connectors 52 over 
standard 46 in conjunction with the proper spacer sleeves 
72, 73, 75'- and'l‘77,‘-'follow'ed by~~securingof~‘stops 76 to 
respective endsof =st-andard'46-and threading of bolts '70 
through legs 66 of clamps ‘62 and into extensions 60. The 
relative’ height‘ of -rails~12, 14and 1'6i1with'respectit0 stair 
way 22 may bereadilyadjustedby shifting spacer sleeve 
77 within bracket means 24 upon loosening of setscrews 
90, while the angularity of rails .12, 14 and 16 with re 
spect to structure 18 may be varied by rotating clamps 
62 secured to rails 12, 14 and 16 about the axis of cor 
responding extensions 60. 

Another feature of the invention is 'the fact that a large 
proportion of the components of assembly 10 may be 
manufactured at a minimum cost through conventional 
extrusion procedures. This is true of bars 26, standard 
46, spacer sleeves 72, 73, 75 and 77, splicers 96 and 
?ller strips 102. Furthermore, bracket means 24 may 
be formed of sheet material suitably bent into con?gura~ 
tion if desired. 
Another important advantage of railing assembly 10 

is the manner in which the relative distance between 
rails 12, 14 and 16 may be easily changed as desired 
by merely utilizing spacer sleeves 73 and 75 of different 
lengths. In this respect it can be appreciated that an 
elongated tube 74 may be provided with assembly 10 
whereupon the contractor may out such tube into desired 
lengths to present spacer sleeves for maintaining connec 
tors 52 in predetermined relative relationship. 
The utilization of substantially Z-shaped clamps 62 

is also of importance because of the manner in which 
rails 12, 14 and 16 are effectively secured to connectors 
52 without any type of additional fastening means in the 
nature of bolts or the like being required and which 
would not only detract from the appearance of railing 
assembly 10 but would also increase the fabrication time 
thereof. 
Having thus described the invention what is claimed 

as new and desired to be secured by Letters Patent is: 
1. In a railing assembly, an elongated rail provided 

with a longitudinally extending groove in the normally 
lower face thereof; an upright standard for supporting the 
rail and adapted to be secured at the lowermost end 
thereof to a base; a connector joined to the rail within 
said groove thereof and including an element slidably 
disposed on said standard; and sleeve means telescoped 
over said standard on opposed sides of said element for 
maintaining the connector and thereby the rail in prede 
termined vertically spaced relationship relative to said 
base. 

2. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
said sleeve means are freely slidable on said standard 
and wherein is provided stop means secured to the stand 
ard on opposed extremities thereof in engagement with 
proximal sleeve means for preventing reciprocation of 
the sleeve means and thereby the connector on said 
standard. 

3. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 2 wherein 
the sleeve means adjacent each extremity of the standard 
terminate at corresponding outer ends of the standard, 
said stop means being releasably joined to corresponding 
outer ends of the standard and engaging respective proxi 
mal ends of said sleeve means. 

4. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
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said-lconnectorincludes clamp-means: engageablerwith the 
railing withimsaidcgroovezthereof and pivotally. connected 
to said element to permit: swinging; movement of :the-rail 
relative to‘ said element andv thereby the standard. 

- 5 .~ A ‘railing assemblycas set- forth 'in claim‘: l€-wherein 
is provided interengageable ‘structure ~ on the element; and 
standard respectively :for; preventing rotation of: the ele 
ment‘about-the axisof saidstandard. 

5' 6‘; zrailing: assembly: as set forth in: ‘claim 4<wherein 
said structure includes aprojection integral;=with:- said 
element and extending inwardly toward the. axis thereof; 
said’. standard? having-r a. longitudinally extending, recess 
therein; 'substantially.“complementally :receiving.:said pro 
jectiom. 

7. iAn'ailingassemhly as-"set'forthwin claim: 6: wherein 
said standard :has; .-'a: number of - longitudinally 1 extending," 
circumferentially spaced recesses therein adapted-mare: 
ceive saidpnojectionionrthe element; ' 

8. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 6 wherein 
said standard is substantially X-shaped in transverse 
cross-section presenting a number of equally circumfer— 
entially spaced, longitudinally extending ribs de?ning re 
cesses at right angles to each other and adapted to receive 
said projection on the element. 

9. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 8 wherein 
said element is rectangular in cross-section and has a 
transversely rectangular passage therethrough comple 
mentally receiving the standard whereby the ribs of the 
standard engage the inner passage surfaces of the ele— 
ment. 

10. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 8 wherein 
said sleeve means are each rectangular in cross-section 
and complementally receive said standard whereby rota 
tion of the sleeve means relative to the standard is pre 
eluded. 

11. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 1 wherein 
is provided means for mounting the standard on the ’ 
base and including a substantially U-shaped, elongated 
bracket adapted to be secured to the base and receiving 
the lowermost end of the lower sleeve means and said 
standard therein in telescoped, substantially surrounding 
relationship and fastening means releasably connecting 
said lower sleeve means to said bracket. 

12. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 11 wherein 
said fastening means permits adjustment of the standard 
and sleeve means thereon relative to the bracket to any 
one of an in?nite number of positions. 

13. In a railing assembly, an elongated rail provided 
with a longitudinally extending groove in the normally 
lower face thereof; an upright standard for supporting the 
rail and adapted to be secured at the lowermost end there— 
of to a base; an element slidably mounted on said stand 
ard and provided with an elongated, outwardly projecting 
extension in substantially perpendicular relationship to the 
standard; clamp means pivotally mounted on the exten 
sion for rotation on the longitudinal axis thereof and 
including a pair of substantially Z-shaped components 
having angularly disposed ?rst legs remote from the ex 
tension removably and complementally disposed within 
said groove in the rail in position to releasably secure 
the latter to said extension and thereby the standard; 
spacer sleeves telescoped over the standard on opposed 
sides of the element; and stop means secured to the stand 
ard and engaging respective spacer sleeves for preventing 
reciprocation of the sleeves and thereby the rail relative 
to the standard. 

14. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 13 wherein 
said rail is provided with an integral, longitudinally ex 
tending, transversely dovetailed lug disposed centrally 
within said groove and presenting angularly positioned, 
opposed, longitudinally extending slots complementally 
receiving respective legs of the components. 

15. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 14 wherein 
is provided an elongated, transversely U-shaped splicer 
having angularly disposed legs converging as the outer 
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longitudinal margins thereof are approached and comple 
mentally received within respective aligned slots‘ of a 
pair of rails in end-to-end relationship. ' 

16. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 14 wherein 
is provided ?ller strip means for closing those portions 
of the groove in said rail clear of said legs of the compo 
nents, said strip being provided with an outer ?at wall, 
and spring clip means integral with the normally inner 
most face of said wall and engaging opposed, angularly 
disposed faces of the lug for releasably securing said 
strip to the rail. 
‘ 17. A railing assembly as set forth in claim 13 wherein 
said components have elongated second legs disposed in 
parallel, abutting relationship, there being bolt means ex 
tending through and releasably securing the second legs 
to the extension and thereby said angularly disposed ?rst 
legs to the rail. 

18. In a railing assembly, a plurality of elongated rails 

8 
each having a longitudinally'extending groove in the nor 
mally lower face thereof; at least one upright standard 
for supporting the rails and adapted to be secured at the 
lowermost end thereof to a‘basej a connector for each of 
the rails respectively and joined to corresponding’rails 
within the grooves thereof and each connector including 
an element slidably disposed on the standard; spacer 
sleeves slidably mounted on the standard between adja 
cent elements and on opposed ends of the standard; and 
stop means on each of said opposed ends of the standard 
and engaging respective sleeves for preventing reciproca 
tion of the latter relative to the standard. 
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